ATTENTION: Chronic pain sufferers desperate for relief...

Scientists Crack the Code to Nature's
10 Most Powerful Pain Relievers
Clinically Proven to Reduce ANY
Kind of Pain—Safer, Faster, More
Effective than Pills...
And it all starts with this simple
mouse...

Is a lab mouse living a better life than you?
Well, it might seem like it if you're one of the 116 million Americans living with persistent
pain. You see, a scientist working for the National Institutes of Health noticed that lab
mice NEVER contract arthritis, one of the common causes of pain in humans.
He discovered that Mother Nature was protecting mice with a rare substance found in
their blood that keeps them immune from the crippling effects of arthritis...
Sensing a breakthrough, the scientist isolated the substance, mixing it up in batches in
his lab. He then tested it on himself to relieve his own arthritis pain.
The results astounded him...
The all-natural substance protecting mice worked on him as well. It stopped his
pain for good!
This discovery triggered a frenzy among scientists worldwide to conduct their own tests
to prove for themselves if genuine pain relief had been under their noses all along—in
the form of the common lab mouse!

Nature's #1 Pain Buster Works Time After Time!
Their results were jaw dropping...Their studies clinically proved this "lab mouse"
substance helped with a laundry list of pains...
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 Joint pain: In a San Diego Clinic Immunological study, patients with varying
degrees of joint pain were given the lab mouse formula. In the group suffering
from severe to crippling pain, subjects reported 80% to 100% relief of pain with
a return of 80% to 100% mobility.
 Arthritis pain: In a clinical study, scientists gave this pain buster formula either
alone or in combination with other anti-inflammatory ingredients to 205 patients
diagnosed with arthritis. Both treatments showed compelling results. Patients in
one group alone experienced over 88% improvement in joint pain, tenderness
and swelling!
 Knee pain: The Journal of Rheumatology reported on a double-blind study of
patients with chronic knee osteoarthritis. The group given the ingredient as a
topical cream saw significant improvement.
In as little as 30 minutes, patients experienced increased ability in balance,
walking and the ability to rise from sitting. Incredibly, patients who were normally
crippled by knee pain showed significant gains in their ability to climb stairs.
This proven, pain-zapping ingredient is now available to you in a fast-acting cream....
Rub On Relief® combines the best of nature AND science to produce a
revolutionary anti-inflammatory, long-lasting pain relief cream. It works instantly
to ATTACK and reduce EVERY type of pain your body throws at you.

[Photo of Jesse Cannone]
Hello, my name is Jesse Cannone.
When I read about the scientist who discovered the lab mouse secret, I wasn't entirely
surprised. I've known for years that some of the best remedies for what ails human
beings could be found within the bounty of nature.
But what really caused my heart to skip a beat was that now I had proof... verifiable,
quantifiable evidence that nature could provide humanity with relief from the misery
caused by chronic pain.
As a personal trainer, I've seen the devastating effects persistent pain has on my
clients.
Living with pain affects every aspect of your life. . . your work, family life, ability to travel,
participate in hobbies and sports. Even simple activities like playing a game of catch
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with your children or going shopping for groceries become agonizing ordeals when
complicated by pain.
I've also seen the frustrations my clients experience when their prescription pain meds
don't work... or even worse, when they endure medication side effects on top of their
pain!
So, when I read about the scientist at the National Institutes of Health and his pain relief
discovery, I was determined to learn more.
I'd already spent years scouring the medical archives looking for an all-natural remedy
with no side effects. I wanted to develop a treatment that would work instantly to stop
pain—any kind of pain people were feeling anywhere on their body.
The more I researched Cetyl Myristoleate or CMO—the rare fatty acid found in mice
blood that keeps them immune from arthritis—the more excited I became. I was
convinced I'd found the key ingredient to a formula that would be...

The Safest, Most Effective Way to Reduce and Eliminate
Pain from your Life Forever!
There's a reason why I made CMO the key ingredient in my breakthrough Rub On
Relief® formula.
When used in a topical cream, CMO penetrates directly into muscles, tissues, tendons
and joints.
Simply rub it on any painful area of your body and you'll quickly put out the flames of
chronic inflammation. This pain-relieving ingredient passes through all 7 layers of skin to
bring soothing relief in moments.
It cushions the joints, repairs cell membranes and acts as a “moisturizer” on dry and
brittle joints.
But the best news I found from the studies conducted on CMO is that it works with no
side effects!
But I didn't stop there when creating the powerful Rub On Relief® formula. As superb
as CMO is at relieving pain, I knew I could improve upon its effectiveness by combining
it with other therapeutic and homeopathic nutrients.
I could use the best of science and nature to create an even better, unstoppable
pain relieving cream to help people ease their agonizing pain, regain mobility and start
enjoying again all the pleasures life has to offer.
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That's when I uncovered the other 9 top pain relievers created by Mother Nature herself.

Scientists Decipher Nature's Solution to Pain
The next of my 9 pain-fighting ingredients is so simple, common and effective it will
probably surprise you. I know it did me. In fact, you won't have to look very far to find it.
It's in your own body.
It's called Methylsulfonylmethane, or MSM for short. It’s a naturally occurring nutritional
sulfur. MSM makes the body’s cells more permeable, allowing nutrients to flow in and
out.
In my research, I learned scientists call MSM an effective natural analgesic and antiinflammatory agent for two important reasons.
First, it blocks nerve fibers from delivering pain messages to your brain. Secondly, it
decreases painful swelling and inflammation.
But what really clinched it for me—what truly convinced me I HAD to include MSM in my
Rub On Relief® formula—was a double-blind clinical trial published in the medical
journal, Osteoarthritis and Cartilage.
When studying the effects of MSM on patients with arthritis in their knees, the scientists
in this study found that patients receiving MSM experienced significant decrease in pain
and physical impairment.
But that's not all. When compared to the placebo group, MSM also produced
significant improvement in performing activities of daily living.
If you're living with chronic pain, you know how significant this finding is.
"Activities of daily living" is a healthcare term used to describe the things we normally do
to care for ourselves. Things like preparing meals, bathing, dressing, grooming and
housekeeping.
Sadly, these simple, life-sustaining activities seem like Herculean tasks if you suffer
from chronic pain.
If this describes you, then you dream of the day when you'll return to all the things you
used to do so effortlessly... all the activities you took for granted before the pain robbed
you of your vitality.
And that's exactly why I included MSM—with its remarkable anti-inflammatory,
restorative properties—in my Rub On Relief® formula.
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Put an END to Your Misery With Nature's
8 Homeopathic Miracles
Many people might have stopped with these first two ingredients in Rub On Relief® and
called it a day.
By themselves, CMO and MSM pack a powerful one-two punch to relieve and even
eliminate most every pain imaginable.
But once again, I went back to my clients for feedback on the kinds of pain they were
experiencing. What they told me about their pain was enlightening and terrifying at the
same time.
They described a variety of pain...everything from sciatica, back, leg, neck, shoulder,
ankle, hand and hip pain. Pain combined with swelling, muscle spasms and burning
sensations. Pain that affected them emotionally, leaving them feeling anxious and
overwhelmed.
Armed with these stories, I created a checklist of 8 powerful homeopathic ingredients
that I include in every tube of Rub On Relief® to provide deep, soothing relief on
multiple levels:



Menthol: Cools down hot pain



Ignatia: Calms emotional pain



Magnesium Sulfate: Relaxes muscle spasms



Lachesis Mutus: Relieves painful swelling



Phosphorous: Soothes burning pain



Belladonna: Stops shooting pains



Rhus Tox: Eases sprains and back aches



Naja: Stills nervous-based pain
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The Journey that Started With A Simple Mouse...
Ends With Relief at Your Fingertips!
After reading all I've had to say about the blissful pain relief Rub On Relief® provides,
you might be excited to learn you can try it yourself risk free for a full 90 days...
But first, I need to let you in on something important...
You won't find Rub On Relief® sold by a big pharmaceutical company. You won't have
to go to your doctor, get a prescription for it and stand in line at the pharmacy to get it
filled.
Why?
Because ALL of our ingredients are natural substances. That means drug companies
can't get a patent granting them exclusive marketing rights. Without these restrictive
rights, they can't control the market. They can't make you jump through hoops and
charge you outrageous sums to get the pain relief you need.
But thanks to that little fellow I told you about at the start of this letter—our pain-busting
lab mouse—you don't need to rely on "Big Pharma" for your relief.
You won't have to rely on chemicals, preservatives or junk that can be toxic to your
body.
You won't have to swallow massive pills that first have to pass through your stomach,
kidneys and liver to get to your pain.
Instead, just apply a soothing cream directly from your fingertips to any painful area on
your body. It's that simple, natural and effective.

Claim Your PAIN-FREE Life Today!
As an added FREE BONUS available with select orders, I've included my booklet, "10
Ways to TRIPLE the Effectiveness of Rub On Relief."
In this downloadable booklet, you'll learn my TOP pain-healing secrets on how to get
the maximum benefits from the powerful ingredients in Rub On Relief®. Use these
secrets with your very first application to help restore you to the active, pain-free life you
deserve.
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Your Second Chance at All Life Has to Offer!
For many of my clients, living pain-free means being able to walk wherever they want,
confidently and independently. It means not having to rely on family and friends to
shuttle them to endless doctors' appointments.
It means being able to work to support themselves and their loved ones... to not have to
worry about becoming a financial burden on others.
For some folks, it means taking life to the next level—living a life filled with their favorite
activities like dancing, swimming, gardening, biking, hiking, traveling, entertaining... the
list is endless!
Here's how a few of our satisfied customers describe their new lives after using Rub On
Relief®:
“I’ve had terrible arthritis for years. My pain is mostly at night and in both knees.
Over the years I have tried all kinds of remedies, from pills to ointments. The only
one that works for me is the Rub On Relief® that I apply on my knees each night.
I can now get a good night’s sleep.”
—Dr. Aaron D. Stuart, Florida
“I use Rub On Relief® when I’ve had a longer than usual workout, or played
basketball. I noticed immediate pain relief from workout soreness. It helps me
continue being active like I want to be.”
—Isaiah Fox, Florida
“I have arthritic hips, legs, back and ankles. I have used a variety of mail order
products. None of them worked. I tried Rub On Relief® and very quickly the pain
went away. I was amazed I found something that worked for me. I apply the
cream twice a day—in the morning and right before bed—it lets me go through
the day easily.”
—Violet Skov, Arizona
What will reclaiming a life free from pain mean to you?
I urge you to experience the joy of pain relief and increased freedom by ordering today
the only pain relief product that combines the best of nature and modern science in
10 safe, all-natural, effective ingredients.
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Order Rub On Relief® now risk-free with my iron-clad,
90-day money-back guarantee!

To Your Good Health and a Pain-FREE Life,

Jesse Cannone, C.P.T.
The Healthy Back Institute
P.S. Get THREE FREE TUBES! Buy six tubes and you'll get 3 tubes FREE! Receive
the lowest price per tube so you can share with friends, loved ones and have extra
tubes to put in your car, take to work, to the gym... wherever you go!
That’s 9 tubes for a TOTAL SAVINGS of 65%! Remember, you have 90 days to prove
to yourself that Rub On Relief® really will relieve your pain and increase your mobility
or I insist you request a prompt refund.
******************
All material herein is provided for information only and may not be construed as
personal medical advice. No action should be taken based solely on the contents of this
information; instead, readers should consult appropriate health professionals on any
matter relating to their health and well-being. The publisher is not a licensed medical
care provider. The information is provided with the understanding that the publisher is
not engaged in the practice of medicine or any other health-care profession and does
not enter into a health-care practitioner/patient relationship with its readers. The
publisher is not responsible for errors or omissions.
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